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Director's Note
The Office of Sponsored Programs'
Cl osures
The Office of Sponsored Programs (OSP) will be closed on February
1, 2018 and short staffed on February 2, 2018 due to departmental
training. If you have an upcoming funding opportunity with a deadline that falls on or
near these two dates, please contact the OSP NOW to obtain assistance so that we do
not encounter a regrettable situation where your deadline is missed.

Reminder from Sponsored Programs Accounting
Please be sure to get all of your grant related salary transfers processed as soon as
possible because Fall Effort Reporting will be due soon.

Featured Funding Opportunity
V entureWel l E-Team Program (Due
February 7)
VentureWell's E-Team Grant Program is a competitive national
program that provides funding, hands-on workshops, peer networking
opportunities, national recognition, and expert coaching for students working to
commercialize their high-impact science and technology inventions.
VentureWell will fund and train student inventors and entrepreneurs who want to
address important problems in the world through new technology-based ventures. The ETeam Program provides funding, immersive workshops, and specialized coaching to
student STEM innovators to help them move their inventions into the marketplace.
For more information on this funding opportunity follow this link:
https://venturewell.org/student-grants/

NSF Update
NSF CAREER Webcast
The Fall 2017 National Science Foundation (NSF) Grant Conference
Webcast is now available online.
You can view the Faculty Early CAREER Development Program
session from the NSF grants conference here.
Other topics presented and available to view include: Types of NSF Funding
Opportunities, Proposal Preparation, Award Management, Merit Review, and more.
For questions, feel free to contact NSF at grants_conference@nsf.gov.

NSF Proposal & Aw ard Pol icies and
Procedures Guide (Effectiv e January
29, 2018)
The revised version of the NSF Proposal & Award Policies &
Procedures Guide (PAPPG), (NSF-18-1) has been issued. We
encourage you to review the by-chapter summary of changes
provided in the Introduction section of the PAPPG.

With the revised version of the PAPPG, NSF requires this revised version of the
Collaborations and Other Affiliations (COA) template. NSF requires that Collaborators
and Other Affiliations information must be separately provided for each individual
identified as senior project personnel. (See NSF Proposal and Award Policies and
Procedures Guide (PAPPG), Chapter II.C.1.e.)
While this version of the PAPPG becomes effective on January 29, 2018, in the interim,
the guidelines contained in the current PAPPG (17-1) continue to apply. NSF will ensure
that the current version of the PAPPG remains on the NSF website, with a notation to
proposers that specifies when the new PAPPG (including a link to the new Guide) will
become effective.
If you have any questions regarding these changes, please contact NSF's Policy Office on
(703) 292 -8243 or by email to policy@nsf.gov.

NSF Annual Report
In FY 2016, principal investigators seeking "competitively
reviewed" awards from the NSF had an overall 24% success rate,
and the agency made 11,877 awards, levels similar to FY 2015
rates. Full details of the annual report to the National Science
Board may be accessed here:
https://www.nsf.gov/nsb/publications/2017/nsb201726.pdf

Univ ersities Report Increased Federal
R&D Funding after 4-year Decl ine
Federal funding of higher education research and development
increased in both current and constant dollars for the first time in 5
years, according to data from Higher Education Research and
Development (HERD) Survey by the National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics
(NCSES) within the National Science Foundation (NSF). When adjusted for inflation,
federal funding for higher education R&D increased by 1.4% between FY 2015 and FY
2016.
Overall, universities reported current dollar R&D expenditures of $72 billion in FY 2016, a
4.8% increase from FY 2015 total of $68.6 billion. This total represents the reported
totals of 902 degree-granting institutions that spent at least $150,000 in R&D in the
previous fiscal year.
To view the full report follow this link: https://www.nsf.gov/statistics/2018/nsf18303/

NIH Update

NIH Definition of a Cl inical Trial &
Required New Human Subjects and
Cl inical Trial Information Form
NIH recently released case studies and FAQs to help
investigators doing human subject research to determine
whether the proposed research study meets the NIH definition
of a clinical trial. Correctly making this determination is
important to ensure individuals are following the initiatives
NIH has been implementing to improve the transparency of clinical trials, including the
need to pick clinical trial-specific funding opportunity announcements for due dates of
January 25, 2018 and beyond.
NIH has made no changes to the NIH definition of a clinical trial, or how the definition is
interpreted. NIH has revised existing case studies and added a few new ones to help
clarify how the definition of clinical trial does or does not apply to: studies of delivery of
standard clinical care, device studies, natural experiments, preliminary studies for study
procedures, and studies that are primarily focused on the nature or quality of
measurements as opposed to biomedical or behavioral outcomes.

Four Questions to Ask to Determine if Your Study is a Clinical Trial
As a reminder, the case studies illustrate how to apply the four questions researchers
involved in human studies need to ask, and answer, to determine if their study meets the
NIH definition of a clinical trial. These questions are:
1. Does the study involve human participants?
2. Are the participants prospectively assigned to an intervention?
3. Is the study designed to evaluate the effect of the intervention on the participants?
4. Is the effect that will be evaluated a health-related biomedical or behavioral
outcome?
If the answer to all four questions is yes, then NIH considers your research a clinical trial.
Note that if the answers to the 4 questions are yes, your study meets the NIH definition
of a clinical trial, even if...
You are studying healthy participants
Your study does not have a comparison group (e.g., placebo or control)
Your study is only designed to assess the pharmacokinetics, safety, and/or
maximum tolerated dose of an investigational drug
Your study is utilizing a behavioral intervention
If you determine that your proposed research is a clinical trial, it is imperative to
respond to a program announcement that accepts clinical trials. Even if your
proposal research is not a clinical trial, you must complete the new form. Here's a
video of the new Clinical Trial Information Form.

Purpose
A primary component of NIH's initiative to enhance the stewardship of clinical trials is
the creation of a new application form that consolidates all Human Subjects and Clinical
Trial related information into one place, and also expands the information required for
studies that meet the NIH definition of a clinical trial. This new form will be included in
the new FORMS-E Application Packages to be used for all due dates on or after January
25, 2018 and should be used for all human subject proposals responding to Requests for

Proposals issued as of January 25, 2018.

Form Changes:
The form consolidates human subjects, inclusion enrollment, and clinical trial
information previously collected across multiple agency forms. The form collects
information on human subjects and clinical trials at the study level.
Leads applicants through the human subject and clinical trial information
collection requirements
Expands the use of discrete form fields to capture clinical trial information to
provide the level of detail needed for peer review
Presents key information to reviewers and agency staff in a consistent format
Aligns with ClinicalTrials.gov (where possible) and positions for future data
exchange with ClinicalTrials.gov

eRA Enhancements: New Link for ORCID in Personal
Profil e
ORCID ID (Open Researcher and Contributor ID), a personal digital identifier that
distinguishes every researcher, is used by NIH and Grants.gov to relate publications to
grants. In a release yesterday, a new link to access ORCID.org was added to the Personal
Profile section of eRA Commons. This will allow principal investigators to create an
ORCID ID to link their Commons account, so that their publications can be linked to their
grants.

In addition, the Personal Profile screens will be updated on Wednesday, January 10, to
better align with best practices in security, user interface design, and industry standards.
The navigation will be more user friendly, while the underlying functionality, fields, and
requested information will remain the same.

Funding Opportunities
Sponsored Programs Administration Directory
Sponsored Programs Accounting Directory
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Director's Reminder
5 Business Day Pol icy
As a reminder, proposals prepared for submission to external
funding agencies must be received in their entirety in the
Office of Sponsored Programs (OSP) at least five full
workdays prior to the agency's target date for submission.
Failure to meet this deadline may jeopardize the on-time
submission of the proposal. Proposals not meeting this deadline shall be submitted with
conditional approval only.
The OSP will review the completed proposal for compliance issues and for budget
consistency, create the permanent file for the proposal and verify that all necessary
agency program submission requirements have been met. The completed proposal will
then be forwarded to the offices of the appropriate university officials for signatures and
then signed by the Authorized Representative of the university. The OSP cannot assure
that this will be accomplished for proposals submitted in less than the five-day time

frame.
It is recommended that you inform the OSP as soon as you know your intent to submit to
a funding opportunity. The sooner the OSP can review your proposal materials (especially
your budget materials) the better it is for all parties. Last minute submissions are not
an acceptable representation of the university.

Featured Funding Opportunities
Focus on the Arts & Humanities
The Virginia Commission for the Arts
The Virginia Commission for the Arts is the state
agency that supports the arts through funding from the
Virginia General Assembly and the National Endowment for the Arts. They support
artistic excellence and encourage growth in artistic quality for the benefit of all
Virginians.
The Virginia Commission for the Arts has several grant opportunities available with
deadlines starting in February through the end of this year. To see the full list of
upcoming funding opportunities and guidelines, click here.

Virginia Foundation for the Humanities (VFH)
Virginia Foundation for the Humanities accepts proposals to develop public humanities
programs for audiences in Virginia.
Open Grant Program
Open to proposals on a wide range of subjects, for projects in any format, and for
amounts typically up to $10,000.
Deadline: April 15, October 15
Draft proposals are strongly encouraged.
Please contact VFH staff at vfhgrants@virginia.edu or 434-924-7202 for assistance.
Discretionary Grant Program
Smaller grants of up to $3,000. There is no deadline for this program; applications are
accepted at any time. Applicants should contact VFH staff in advance before submitting a
Discretionary Grant proposal.
VFH Areas of Interest:
Six key areas of priority have been established by the VFH for its work in Virginia, and
these are also subjects of particular interest for the Grant Program. They include:
Books, Reading, and Literacy
Rights and Responsibilities
Media and Culture
Violence and Community

Science, Technology, and Society
Virginia History
Other areas of long-term interest and commitment for the VFH and its grant programs
include:
Teacher education programs (especially those related to Virginia's Standards of
Learning)
African American history and culture
Native American history and culture
The history and culture of other minority communities in Virginia
Virginia's folklife and traditional culture(s)
The future of rural Virginia

NSF Update
NSF's Publ ic Access Pol icy
How does NSF's public access policy work?
The Foundation's approach to implementing public access goals
is based, to the greatest extent possible, on existing policies and
procedures.
Data. Existing NSF policies on preparing data management plans
are retained. In 2011, the Foundation updated implementation of its data sharing policy
by requiring proposers to include a two-page supplementary document to their proposals
in which they describe a data management plan (DMP) at
https://www.nsf.gov/bfa/dias/policy/dmp.jsp for data created under an award that
resulted from the proposal. If an award is made, the investigator must manage data
described in the DMP in accordance with the plan and should report these data-related
activities in annual and final project reports. Investigators are expected to share with
other researchers, at no more than incremental cost and within a reasonable amount of
time, the primary data created or gathered in the course of their work under an NSF
grant. Grantees are expected to encourage and facilitate such sharing.
Publications. Peer-reviewed journal articles and juried conference papers, based wholly
or partially on NSF support, must be deposited in the designated NSF repository. Either
the final accepted version of the manuscript or the version of record may be submitted.
NSF made the repository service available at the end of 2015 for voluntary compliance. In
accordance with the applicable award terms and conditions, NSF "expects significant
findings from research and education activities it supports to be promptly submitted for
publication, with authorship that accurately reflects the contributions of those involved."
NSF also requires grantees to acknowledge NSF support, assure that any publication of
NSF-funded material contains the appropriate disclaimer, and provide the cognizant NSF
program officer with a copy of the publication, together with the award number and other
appropriate identifying information, promptly after publication. The public access policy
concerning publications, including juried conference papers, went into effect for articles
resulting from awards made for proposals submitted, or due, on or after January 25,
2016. NSF's public access requirements are imposed via the addition of a new award
term and condition that is applied to awards resulting from proposals submitted, or due,

on or after January 25, 2016.
For more information on NSF's Public Access Policy please review their FAQ page for
Public Access.

Important Notice on Harassment from NSF
February 8, 2018
The National Science Foundation (NSF) does not tolerate sexual harassment, or any kind
of harassment, within the agency, at grantee organizations, field sites, or anywhere NSFfunded science and education are conducted. The 2,000 American colleges, universities
and other institutions that receive NSF funds are responsible for fully investigating
complaints and for complying with federal non-discrimination law.
As the primary funding agency of fundamental science and engineering research in the
United States, NSF is committed to promoting safe, productive research and education
environments for current and future scientists and engineers. We consider the Principal
investigator (PI) and any co-PI(s) identified on an NSF award to be in positions of trust.
The PI and co-PI and all grant personnel must comport themselves in a responsible and
accountable manner, including during the performance of award activities conducted
outside the organization, such as at field sites or facilities, or during conferences and
workshops.
To bolster our commitment to a safe research environment, NSF is taking the following
steps:
1. New Award Requirements: NSF has developed a new award term and condition
that will require grantee organizations to report findings of sexual harassment, or
any other kind of harassment regarding a PI or co/PI or any other grant personnel.
The award term and condition also will require the grantee to report the placement
of the PI or co-PI on administrative leave relating to a harassment finding or
investigation. This term and condition will make it clear that NSF may take
unilateral action as necessary to protect the safety of all grant personnel, to
include suspending or terminating an award or requiring the grantee to replace or
remove personnel. NSF will solicit feedback on this new award term and condition
through its Proposal and Award Policies and Procedures Guide Federal Register
process within the next several weeks.

NIH Update
New Inv estigators: Consider
attending the onl y NIH
Regional Seminar of 2018 in
Washington, DC, from May 3-4,
2018!
Why Attend?

This seminar is your opportunity to make direct contact with NIH program and review
staff, and representatives from the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS),
Office of Human Research Protections (OHRP), HHS Office of the Inspector General
(OIG), and others.
Unique Opportunity to Meet NIH Face-to-Face:
Meet the Experts 1:1. During the 2-day seminar, you'll have the opportunity to make
appointments to see as many as NIH and HHS experts as you'd like in order to get you
questions answered. These 15 minute chats are a great way to get more specific
questions answered by NIH and HHS experts. You'll have the opportunity to sign up in
advance or on-site to speak with expert(s) of your choice while participating in the
seminar.
During the two-day seminar, three "tracks" of concurrent sessions for research
administrators, new investigators, and general interest cover over 45 different topics.
You have the choice to stay in one track to customize your experience as you move
between tracks based on the topics of interest.
Administrator's Track - provides sessions that cover the latest grants policies and
procedures share by NIH policy and grants management officials, including topics
like budget basics, current grant policy issues at NIH, federal policy updates,
compliance strategies for success, etc.
New Investigator's Track - offers step-by-step guide to mapping your career with
NIH and assistance with understanding the process. Gain a better understanding of
the NIH peer review process with our "live" mock study section session.
All Interest Track - includes a variety of special topic sessions, including: scientific
rigor and reproducibility, NIH's public access policy, research integrity, biosketch,
animals in research, human subjects research, clinical trials, research contracts,
and so must more!
Link to the seminar webpage: https://regionalseminars.od.nih.gov/washingtondc2018/
Link to the seminar's agenda:
https://regionalseminars.od.nih.gov/washingtondc2018/schedule/

Tw o New "Al l About Grants" Podcasts:
2018 Appendix Pol icy Changes & Why
We Encourage Y ou to Submit Y our
Appl ication Earl y
In "Why it's so Important to Submit Applications Early" (mp3,
transcript), Dr. Cathie Cooper, director of the Division of
Receipt and Referral in the NIH's Center for Scientific Review,
talks about the importance of submitting application early due to changes in NIH's
policies and application forms for 2018.
Excerpt: "eRA Commons checks at least 800 form fields and attachments. At the time a
submission error in any one of those can prevent an application from being accepted and
errors can take some time to correct. The key part is to fix those errors before the
deadline for an on-time application. Work with your institutional officials and whoever
else, and then plan to submit days- right, not minutes- before the deadline."
In "Changes to the NIH Appendix Policy for 2018" (mp3, transcript), Dr. Cooper talks

about the NIH appendix policy and new limits on what can be included as appendices.
Excerpt: "The standard policy only allows for blank data collection forms, which are
usually things like blank questionnaires or blank surveys, and also informed consent or
assent forms. And that's it. We used to allow the clinical trial protocol to be part of the
appendix, but now the information contained in the protocol is captured within the new
Human Subjects Form and so the protocol attachment is likely redundant and we would
only allow it to be included if the FOA specifically requires it. Since we can't let what we
call an "overstuffed" application go to review, and we currently have no way to remove
noncompliant appendix material or redact pieces of an application in any way,
noncompliant applications are withdrawn and the applicant will likely have to submit for
a different due date. The consequences are dire."

Medical Research? Congress Cheers. Medical Care?
Congress Braw l s.
For the third straight year, lawmakers are planning to increase the budget of the National
Institutes of Health by $2 billion. In the process, they have summarily rejected cuts
proposed by President Trump.
Link to full article: https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/06/us/politics/congress-medicalresearch-health-care.html?_r=0

Timely Topic
10 Common Grant-Writing Mistakes
Curious as to why your grant proposal was denied funding? It may
be because of one or more of these 10 Common Grant-Writing
Mistakes were apparent in your proposal. We understand the high
level of time and dedication required to prepare and submit a
proposal for potential funding and receiving a denial notice back
can be discouraging. Take a look at this article that identifies simple steps you may be
missing when developing your proposal and can help you be more successful in obtaining
funding.

Training Opportunity
2018 GRC Funding Compet it iv eness
Conference
The Grants Resource Center (GRC) is hosting their 2018 Funding

Competitiveness Conference in Washington, D.C. on February 2023. This provides a unique opportunity for attendees to get the latest
information on funding programs, network with colleagues, and meet
privately with select program officers. Already confirmed are
presentations from the National Institutes of Health, National
Endowment for the Humanities, Departments of Agriculture, Defense,
Education, and special member-led sessions.
For more information and to register, follow this link:
http://www.aascu.org/GRC/meetings/winter18/

Funding Opportunities
Sponsored Programs Administration Directory
Sponsored Programs Accounting Directory
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Director's Note
The Office of Sponsored Programs
Presents Custom Grants Resource
Center Workshops!
The Office of Sponsored Programs is offering custom workshops
for faculty and staff to receive an overview of how to best take advantage of the Grants
Resource Center's (GRC) resources and services.
The workshop will include tips on how to use the following GRC services:
Publications
GRC's three regular publications provide members with federal and private funding
opportunity alerts, federal meeting coverage, and successful proposal development
strategies and advice.

GrantSearch Database
This database contains over 1,500 funding opportunities that are cyclical, make
multiple awards, and are national/regional in scope.
Faculty Alert System
Faculty and staff can sign up for monthly email notifications about funding opportunities
related to their interests.
Funded Proposal Library
GRC obtains funded proposals regularly and provides access through their website. The
proposals listed are provided by sponsors to showcase best practices, successful
principal investigators, and proposal writers.
AND MORE!
To view the full flyer for this custom workshop service click here.
If you would like to schedule a custom workshop for your department please call 8-6872
or email us at jmu_grants@jmu.edu.

Focus on Unfunded Agreements
Faculty often collaborate with colleagues at other institutions or
organizations where information or materials are shared with no
exchange of funding yet there are certain expectations associated
with the relationship. In these cases unfunded agreements are
appropriate to spell out the terms and conditions to protect the interests of the
individuals and the participating organizations involved. These types of agreements must
be reviewed and signed off on between the organizations to ensure adherence to JMU
policy and federal and state laws and regulations.
Examples of common unfunded agreements:
NDA: Non-Disclosure Agreement
MOU/MOA: Memorandum of Understanding/Memorandum of Agreement
TA: Teaming Agreement
MTA: Material Transfer Agreement
Beware! Unfunded agreements often contain restrictive language that may conflict with
academic and intellectual property rights or other terms that must be negotiated before
acceptance. Unfunded Agreements are institutional rather than individual, meaning they
are signed by a contractual representative who has delegation of authority to sign on
behalf of JMU. Principal Investigators and departmental administrators do not have
signature authority to sign these types of agreements.
Contact the Office of Sponsored Programs for assistance with an Unfunded Agreement at
568-6872 or jmu_grants@jmu.edu.

Featured Funding Opportunity

R15 Academic Research Enhancement
Aw ard (AREA)
The Office of Sponsored Programs encourages you to get an
early start on your proposal development for the upcoming R15
submission cycle (June 25) and to contact us as soon as you are
ready to start building your proposal's budget!
The purpose of the Academic Research Enhancement Award (AREA) program is to
stimulate research in educational institutions that provide baccalaureate or advanced
degrees for a significant number of the Nation's research scientists, but that have not
been major recipients of NIH support. AREA grants create opportunities for scientists and
institutions otherwise unlikely to participate extensively in NIH research programs to
contribute to the Nation's biomedical and behavioral research effort. AREA grants are
intended to support small-scale research projects proposed by faculty members of
eligible, domestic institutions, to expose undergraduate and/or graduate students to
meritorious research projects, and to strengthen the research environment of the
applicant institution.
Deadlines: June 25 (cycle II) & October 25 (cycle III); 5 pm
Link to solicitation: https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-18504.html#_Part_1._Overview

NSF Update
NSF CISE CAREER Workshop 2018
NSF's 2018 CISE CAREER Proposal Writing Workshop will be
held at the NSF headquarters in Alexandria, Virginia on
Monday April 9, 2018. This event will introduce junior faculty
to the NSF CAREER program, and help them prepare their
CAREER proposal. The NSF CAREER program serves a critical
role in the National Science Foundation’s efforts to identify,
foster and support the nation’s most promising junior faculty in both research and
education. Junior professors who are just starting their careers often have limited
experience with grant writing and evaluation. They also have little or no interaction with
the program directors at NSF. In this workshop, early-career faculty members will have
the opportunity to improve their skills in proposal writing, as well as interact with NSF
program directors from different divisions (OAC, IIS, CNS, and CCF) as well as recent NSF
CAREER awardees. The workshop is also open to multidisciplinary researchers with a
CISE-specific focus, including cyberinfrastructure. The major components of the workshop
include presentations on proposal writing, experience sharing, mock panels, and a
proposal clinic.

This workshop is being organized by Dr. Jack Snoeyink, supported by National Science
Foundation and the Department of Computer Science at UNC-Chapel Hill. The workshop
has been designed to accommodate up to 200 junior faculty members who are interested
in applying for the CAREER solicitation in any CISE program. For full consideration, please
apply by March 10, with notification on March 12. Applications after this date can be
accommodated only if space is available. In the event of requests for participation
exceeding capacity, a lottery will be used to pick 200 participants. Please register early.
Day 2 Opportunities
The single-day event is to be held on April 9, 2018 in Alexandria, at the National Science
Foundation headquarters. The day after the workshop, Tuesday, April 10, will offer an
opportunity for the junior faculty members to have one-on-one conversations with NSF
CISE Program Directors from their primary research programs. If you are interested in this
opportunity, please indicate so in the registration form.

Submiting Proposal s through
Research.gov
The National Science Foundation (NSF) is pleased to
announce that beginning on April 30, 2018, proposers will
be able to prepare and submit full, research non-collaborative proposals in Research.gov.
The initial release of this new Research.gov capability will run in parallel with existing
FastLane proposal preparation and submission capabilities, so proposers can choose to
prepare and submit full, research non-collaborative proposals in Research.gov or in
FastLane starting on April 30, 2018.
Research.gov Proposal Preparation Site Preview
The other exciting news that we want to share is that NSF is previewing the new
Research.gov proposal preparation functionality to the research community to collect
preliminary feedback and to provide the community an opportunity to acclimate to the
new technology. The preview can be accessed by selecting the “Prepare & Submit
Proposals” tab on the top navigation bar after signing in to Research.gov and then
choosing “Prepare Proposal.” This preview will continue until 8:00PM EDT on April 27,
2018, and will allow any research community user with a FastLane or Research.gov
account to sample the following proposal preparation features prior to the initial release
on April 30, 2018:
Initiate full, research non-collaborative proposals (other proposal types are
planned for future releases);
Add Principal Investigators (PIs), Co-PIs, Senior Personnel, and Other Authorized
Users;
Upload required proposal documents;
Create budgets;
Check compliance; and
Enable Sponsored Project Officer (SPO)/Authorized Organizational Representative
(AOR) access for review.
Please be aware of the following important items as you test the new functionality
during the preview period:
All test data entered on the Research.gov proposal preparation site from February

26, 2018, until the preview concludes at 8:00PM EDT on April 27, 2018, will be
deleted at the end of the preview period.
NSF will not be able to recover any proposal test data entered during the preview
period and deleted by NSF after the preview period concludes.
Information entered on the Research.gov proposal preparation site during the
preview period will not be submitted to NSF.
Test data can be entered on the Research.gov proposal preparation site but actual
proposals cannot be submitted to NSF via Research.gov during the preview period.
Additional information will be available on a Research.gov “About Proposal
Preparation & Submission Site” page accessible on the Research.gov homepage.
Feedback on the New Research.gov Proposal Preparation and Submission Site
Your feedback on the new Research.gov proposal preparation functionality during the
preview period (February 26, 2018 through April 27, 2018) and on the full Research.gov
proposal preparation and submission functionality after the initial release on April 30,
2018, is vital to NSF. The survey link will soon be available on the Research.gov “About
Proposal Preparation & Submission Site” page. Feedback from the community and NSF
staff will be used to implement enhancements and expand functionality incrementally,
with the goal of eventually transitioning all proposal preparation and submission
functionality from FastLane to Research.gov.
NSF’s goals for the new Research.gov proposal preparation and submission functionality
are to:
Modernize the applications supporting the proposal submission and merit review
processes and improve the user experience via the development of a new
application;
Reduce the administrative burden to the research community and NSF staff
associated with preparation, submission, and management of proposals;
Increase efficiencies in proposal preparation, submission, and management;
Improve data quality and capture proposal content in a way that supports data
analytics; and
Improve availability, security, and flexibility of proposal preparation and
submission IT systems.
We invite you to keep these goals in mind as you prepare and submit your feedback on
the new functionality, so that we may improve the new Research.gov interface and
develop additional available features.
For IT system-related questions, please contact the NSF Help Desk at 1-800-381-1532 or
rgov@nsf.gov. Policy-related questions should be directed to policy@nsf.gov.

NIH Update
What is "Del ayed Onset"?
"Delayed Onset" generally means that human subjects research is
anticipated within the period of award but definite plans for this

involvement cannot be described in the application. It does not
apply to a study that can be described but will not start
immediately.
When completing your application, follow the SF 424's Delayed
Onset Study instructions to complete the Delayed Onset Study
Justification attachment. Be detailed about the information you
need before you can develop definite plans for the involvement of
human subjects, factors affecting the availability of the information, why that
information is not currently available, and when the information is expected to become
available during the course of the project.

Timely Topic
Reminder: NIH and NSF Del inquent
Reports
The National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the National
Science Foundation (NSF) are becoming increasingly concerned
about delinquent progress/annual reports. Please review the
requirements of each of the federal agencies below to avoid
problems with continuation funding and other post award transactions.
NSF
NSF requires that all Principal Investigators (PIs) submit annual reports no later than 90
days prior to the end of the current budget period. Note: NSF has transferred its existing
project reporting functionality from FastLane to Research.gov. This means PIs and Co-PIs
will use Research.gov to meet all NSF project reporting requirements, including
submission of the annual report. The report becomes overdue the day after the 90 day
period ends. Failure to submit timely reports will delay processing of additional funding
and administrative actions, including, but not limited to, no cost extensions. In the case
of continuing grants, failure to submit timely reports may delay processing of funding
increments. See the NSF Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guide (PAPPG) for more
information.
NIH
NIH requires grantees to submit Research Performance Progress Reports (RPPR) through
the eRA Commons at least annually as part of the non-competing continuation award
process. The progress report must be approved by NIH to non-competitively fund each
budget period within an approved project period.
Annual RPPR Due Dates:
Streamlined Non-Competing Award Process (SNAP) RPPRs are due approximately
45 days before the next budget period start date.
Non-SNAP RPPRs are due approximately 60 days before the next budget period
start date.
Multi-year funded (MYF) RPPRs are due annually on or before the anniversary of
the budget/project period start of the award.

See the NIH Research Performance Progress Reports (RPPR) page for more information.

Training Opportunity
Professional Grant
Dev el opment Workshop
Master the technique of writing superior winning
proposals!
April 9-10, 2018
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Sponsored by: The Grant Training Center
Location: University of Virginia in Charlottesville
This intensive two-day grant proposal workshop is geared towards those who wish to
strengthen their grant writing skills, as well as beginners who wish to acquire and master
the techniques of preparing and writing winning proposals to various funding agencies.
The focus will be on how to effectively write proposals in times of keen competition and
limited resources.
Participants will learn how to:
1. Navigate the world of grant procurement
2. Research and identify potential funding sources
3. Address the guidelines of federal and foundation applications
4. Find foundation and corporate giving for the state of Virginia
5. Understand the new federal guidelines for writing and winning grants
6. Know the review process and how to address key points for reviewers
7. Write winning grants that stand out against scores of competing submissions
8. Develop focused and realistic budgets
9. Demonstrate focused and realistic budgets
10. Package professional grant submissions
The Grant Training Center's ultimate goal for this workshop is for you to walk away with
a product specific to your interests, which includes design, abstract and budget.
To register please click here.
Questions? Call the Grant Training Center at (866) 704-7268
Workshop Fee: $595 (includes comprehensive directory, electronic workbook, certificate
of completion, and continental breakfast)
*Space is limited, and since this class fills up quickly, it is on a first-come, first serve
basis.*
Can't make the workshop?
On March 21, 2018 an Online Version of this workshop will be available to you.

Funding Opportunities
Sponsored Programs Administration Directory
Sponsored Programs Accounting Directory

Notice:
Business Hours: Monday - Friday, 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
The OSP will be closed during the following dates and times for departmental training:
March 19, 1 - 4 pm
March 26, 9 am - 4 pm
April 2, 9 am - 12 pm
Please contact the OSP NOW if you have an upcoming funding opportunity that falls on or around
these dates.
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In this Issue:
1. Director's Note - Farewell to Megan Resch
2. Featured Funding Opportunity - Department of Defense
University Research Instrumentation Program
3. NSF Update - New Account Management System & New
Budget Justification Requirement
4. NIH Update - Fiscal Year 2017 Activity
5. Timely Topic - AAU Summary of the FY18 Omnibus Appropriations Bill
6. Compliance Corner - CITI Program Training & FCOI

Director's Note
Farew el l to Grants Special ist Megan
Resch
Please join me in wishing Megan Resch the best for her future
endeavors! She will be taking another position out of state but will
remain in Research Administration. She has consistently modeled professionalism and
initiative in her time at the Office of Sponsored Programs and will be sorely missed by
the OSP team and her clients. Farewell and thank you Megan.

Featured Funding Opportunity

Department of Defense
Univ ersity Research
Instrumentation Program - Due
Jul y 6, 2018
The Defense University Research Instrumentation Program (DURIP) supports university
research infrastructure essential to high-quality Navy relevant research. The research
instrumentation that is necessary to carry out cutting-edge research.
Research Areas of Interest
DURIP proposals submitted to ONR should facilitate research in an area of interest to
ONR, as described in the Science and Technology section. Potential proposers may
contact the appropriate program managers, listed with each area of interest, to explore
possible mutual interests before submitting proposals.
Conditions
DURIP funds will be used for the acquisition of major equipment to augment current or
develop new research capabilities in support of DoD-relevant research. Proposals may
request $50,000 to $1,500,000. Proposals for purely instructional equipment are not
eligible. General-purpose computing facilities are not appropriate for DURIP funding, but
requests for computers for DoD-relevant research programs are appropriate. Funds
provided under DURIP may not be used for the construction or modification of buildings,
building support systems (e.g., heating/ventilation/air conditioning, plumbing and
electrical), or fixed equipment (e.g., clean rooms and fume hoods). Proposed budgets can
include costs (e.g., machine shop expenses) for constructing, assembling and/or
installing equipment, but the budget may not request funding for salaries or faculty,
postdoctoral associates or students. Costs for continued operation and maintenance are
not eligible for consideration. This competition is open to U.S. institutions of higher
education with degree granting programs in science, math or engineering.
Proposal Evaluation and Selection
Proposals are evaluated competitively. The evaluation criteria are listed in the current
program announcement.

NSF Update
New NSF Account Management System
Effectiv e March 26, 2018
The National Science Foundation (NSF) has made major changes
to the way the research community registers for NSF accounts and
maintains account and user profile information in FastLane and
Research.gov. Effective March 26, 2018, NSF introduced a new
centralized and streamlined account registration process in Research.gov for the
research community that will provide each user with a single profile and unique identifier
(i.e., NSF ID) for signing in to FastLane and Research.gov for proposal and award

activities.
As a Principal Investigator here is what you need to know:
New Functionality
The new account management functionality will:
Allow users to create and self-mange accounts, including personal information and
role requests;
Eliminate the need for organizational Administrators to create and maintain profile
accounts for their users;
Replace the existing FastLane and Research.gov account management functions.
Existing NSF Accounts
Existing NSF account holders will be migrated to the new account management system
through a simple, on-time operation when initially signing in to FastLane or
Research.gov. Account holders will be required to verify information to transfer it to the
new system. Each user will have one NSF ID per the Proposal & Award Policies &
Procedures Guide (NSF 18-1), Chapter I.G.4.
Helpful Links
Users with existing NSF accounts can access the NSF ID Lookup page for their NSF
ID. Forgotten passwords for established NSF accounts my be retrieved here.
New users will be able to register directly with NSF through Research.gov via this
link: https://www.research.gov/accountmgmt/#/registration.
Training Resources
NSF is currently finalizing new account management training resources such as job aids,
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs), and instructional videos. These materials will soon
be available on an "About Account Management" page accessible on the Research.gov
homepage.

NSF NEW Budget Justification
Requirement
The National Science Foundation generally limits the salary
compensation requested for senior personnel to no more than two
person months of salary in any one year. This limit includes salary
compensation received from all NSF-funded grants.
The January 29, 2018 Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guide (PAPPG) states that
it is the proposing organization's responsibility to define and consistently apply the term
"year." Furthermore, the organization's definition of a "year" now must be described in
the budget justification submitted with every NSF proposal.
Effective Immediately: For NSF proposals and post –award management of NSF
salary compensation for senior personnel, JMU’s definition of a “year” is the
institution’s fiscal year, i.e. July 1 - June 30 annually. This definition must be included
in the budget justification for all NSF proposals submitted by JMU Principal
Investigators.
Note: If anticipated at the proposal stage, any compensation for such personnel in
excess of two months must be disclosed in the proposal budget, justified in the budget

justification, and must be specifically approved by NSF in the award notice budget.
Please contact OSP with any questions about this new requirement.

NIH Update
Fiscal Y ear 2017 Activ ity
NIH just released data on fiscal year (FY) 2017 activity. Following
are some highlights and trends. The average size of Research
Project Grant (RPGs) increased by over 4%, from $499,221 in FY
2016 to $520,429 in FY 2017. Similarly, in FY 2017 the average size
of R01-equivalent awards increased from $458,287 to $482,395 (by
over 5%). The success rate for competing FY 2017 Research Project Grant (RPG)
applications was 18.7% compared to 19.1% in FY 2016. The 2017 success rate for
competing R01-equivalent applications was also slightly lower than last year (19.3%
compared with 19.96% in FY 2016). Success rates continue to remain far below the 30%
levels NIH saw 15-20 years, during the NIH doubling; the low success rates reflect the
hypercompetitive environment NIH continues to face. For those interested, you can also
review success rate data on NIH RePORT throughout the years within each NIH funding
Institute or Center or by grant type and activity code.
Below highlights these and some additional numbers from the 2017 fiscal year as well as
the two prior fiscal years.

Research Project Grants
Number of research project grant (RPG) applications:
2014: 51,073
2015: 52,190
2016: 54,220
2017: 54,005
Number of new or renewal (competing) RPG awards:
2014: 9,241
2015: 9,540
2016: 10,372
2017: 10,123
Success rate of RPG applications:
2014: 18.1%
2015: 18.3%
2016: 19.1%
2017: 18.7%
Average size of RPGs:
2014: $472,827
2015: $477,786
2016: $499,221
2017: $520,429
Total amount of NIH funding that went to RPGs (both competing and noncompeting):

2014: $15,635,912,476
2015: $15,862,012,059
2016: $17,137,754,907
2017: $18,321,187,243

R01-equivalents
Number of R01-equivalent grant applications:
2014: 27,502
2015: 28,970
2016: 30,106
2017: 31,221
Number of new or renewal (competing) R01-equivalent awards:
2014: 5,163
2015: 5,467
2016: 6,010
2017: 6,041
Success rates for R01-equivalent applications:
2014: 18.80%
2015: 18.90%
2016: 19.96%
2017: 19.3%
Average size of R01-equivalent awards:
2014: $427,083
2015: $435,525
2016: $458,287
2017: $482,395
Total amount of NIH funding that went to R01-equivalents (both competing and noncompeting):
2014: $10,238,888,890
2015: $10,279,687,172
2016: $11,077,251,191
2017: $11,960,007,800

Timely Topic
The Association of American Univ ersities
(AAU) Summary of the FY 18 Omnibus
Appropriations Bil l
The Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2018 has been approved and
will fund the federal government through 9/30/2018. AAU provides
the following selected highlights:
Department of Education (ED)
Institute of Education Sciences (IES) is funded at $613.5 million, a $8 million, or 1.4
percent increase above FY17;
International Education and Foreign Language Studies (Title VI) is funded at $72
million, the same level as FY17;

The Office for Civil Rights (OCR) is funded at $117 million, a $8.5 million, or 8
percent increase above FY17.
Department of Energy (DOE)
$6.26 billion for the DOE Office of Science, an increase of $868 million, or 16
percent, above FY17;
Advanced Research Projects Agency – Energy (ARPA-E) at $353 million, a $47
million, or 15.5 percent, increase above FY17.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
$20.7 billion for NASA, a 5.5 percent increase above FY17.
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH)
$152.8 million for NEH, a $3 million, or 2 percent, increase above the FY17 funding
level.
National Institutes of Health (NIH)
NIH at $37.084 billion, an increase of $3 billion, or 8.8 percent, above the FY17
level.
National Science Foundation (NSF)
$7.8 billion for NSF, an increase of $295 million, or 4 percent, above the FY17
funding level;
The Research and Related Activities Directorate receives an appropriation of $6.33
billion, which is an increase of $301 million over FY17;
Education and Human Resources Directorate receives $902 million, an increase of
$22 million over FY17;
$182.8 million for Major Research Equipment and Facilities Construction, which is
a $26 million decrease from FY17.
Read the full AAU analysis here.

Compliance Corner
Office of Research Integrity Reminders
CITI Program Training
As the semester nears the end, please check an updated any CITI
Program training needed so as to not delay research projects:
IACUC Training - valid up to 3 years
IRB Training - valid up to 3 years
IBC Training - valid up to 3 years
FCOI Training - valid up to 4 years

Financial Conflict of Interests (FCOI)
Please note it is the Principal Investigator's responsibility to:
become familiar with the regulations and the institution's COI policy (Policy
#2203);
complete COI training every 4 years;
disclose any significant financial interest (SFI) to the institution annually and
within 30-days of discovering or acquiring a new SFI; and
comply with any management plan used by the institution and retain
documentation that demonstrates compliance.

Please contact the Office of Research Integrity with any questions at
researchintegrity@jmu.edu or 568-7025.

Funding Opportunities
Sponsored Programs Administration Directory
Sponsored Programs Accounting Directory

Notice:
Business Hours: Monday - Friday, 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
The OSP will be closed during the following date and time for departmental training:
April 20, 1-4 pm
Please contact the OSP NOW if you have an upcoming funding opportunity that falls on or around this
date.
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In this Issue:
1. Director's Note - Grant Writing & Editing Resources,
Editorial Services Pilot, & Finance Closeout Reminder
2. NSF Update - FY2019 Budget Summary Highlights, DMS
Proposal Due Date Changes, & NSF's Fall 2018 Grants
Conference
3. NIH Update - Locating NIH Program Official & NIH Continuous Submission Policy

Director's Note
Grant Writing & Editing Resources
Members of the National Organization of Research
Development Professionals have compiled a list of
personally recommended professional writers. Many
principal investigators have found using professional writers’
services to be beneficial. While the JMU Office of Sponsored
Programs (OSP) does not endorse these writers or have personal experience with any of
them we wish to share with you here. A word of caution: grant writing and proposal
preparation activities may NOT be charged to a grant, so please keep that in mind if you
avail yourselves of professional writing services.
NORDP also hosts articles on their website about grant writing including Writing a Grant
Proposal 101.

Editorial Serv ices Pil ot

On a very limited basis this summer, the Office of
Sponsored Programs is partnering with individual graduate
students in The School of Writing, Rhetoric and Technical
Communication (WRTC) to offer applicants the benefit of
their writing skills. For principal investigators that would
like editorial assistance, the students will be paired with
them to provide a non-scientific lay person’s point of view
to evaluate grant applications for readability and flow as
well as grammar. Investigators involved in the initiative
must commit to a timeline to provide a near-complete
copy of their project narratives for review so that the writing students have adequate
time to review and provide feedback in advance of deadlines. OSP will facilitate
communications between the principal investigators and the writers and mind the
timeline to keep all parties on track. If the pilot is mutually beneficial to the applicants
and the writers, the project may expand in scope. Please contact OSP if you would like to
learn more about this opportunity.

Reminder: Finance Cl oseout Schedul e
Review the 2018 Year End Memo to note major deadlines. Finance reminds you to
please keep in mind the Accounts Payable and ATV cut-off date of Thursday, June 14th,
for expenses and the June 29 Deposit Transmittal submission date for deposits before
June 30.

NSF Update
NSF FY 2019 Budget Summary Brochure
The National Science Foundation (NSF) recently published the FY
2019 Budget Summary brochure which includes FY 2019 Budget
Highlights, NSF’s 10 Big Ideas which identifies areas for future,
long-term investments in Science and Engineering, and NSF’s
Strategic Plan for FY2018 – FT 2022. To access the full PDF,
please see:
https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2018/nsf18022/nsf18022.pdf?WT.mc_id=USNSF_80

Proposal Due Date Changes
Division of Mathematical Sciences The Division of Mathematical
Sciences (DMS) has changed the dates for submission of
proposals to six of its Programs. (NSF 18-065) Principal
Investigators should pay particular attention to those programs
whose due dates are now earlier than in previous years:

Combinatorics: The new target date is the fourth Tuesday in September (one week
earlier than previously);
Computational and Data-Enabled Science and Engineering in Mathematical and
Statistical Sciences (CDS&EMSS): The new proposal submission window is
September 1 - 15 (twelve weeks earlier than previously);
Foundations: The new target date is the fourth Tuesday in September (one week
earlier than previously);
Mathematical Biology: The new proposal submission window is August 20 September 5 (ten weeks earlier than previously);
Probability: The new proposal submission window is September 10 - 25 (six weeks
earlier than previously);
Statistics: The new proposal submission window is December 1 - 15 (five weeks
later than previously).
These changes were made to improve internal efficiency and reduce turnaround time in
award decisions. These date changes are effective immediately, so please be aware of
these changes when preparing proposals to DMS.

NSF Fal l 2018 Grants Conference
November 8-9, 2018 New Orleans, LA
Semi-annual NSF Grants Conferences are essential
learning opportunities for new faculty, researchers and
administrators who want to gain key insights into a wide
range of current issues at NSF. NSF program officers
representing each NSF directorate will be on hand to
provide up-to-date information about specific funding opportunities and to answer
attendee questions.
The 50th Anniversary, Fall 2018 National Science Foundation Grants Conference will be
held in New Orleans, LA. Topics covered will include:
An introduction to the NSF
NSF’s proposal preparation and merit review process
Award management
Conflict of interest policies
New programs and initiatives
Cross-disciplinary and special interest programs
Breakout sessions by discipline
For more details visit the conference homepage!

NIH Update
Locating a NIH Program Official

Looking for a NIH Program Official in Your Research Area? For
years, researchers have used the Matchmaker feature in NIH
RePORTER to identify NIH-funded projects similar to their supplied
abstracts, research bios, or other scientific text. Matchmaker was
recently enhanced to make it just as easy to identify NIH program
officials whose portfolios include projects in your research area.
Revisit Matchmaker to try it for yourself.

NIH Continuous Submission Pol icy
The NIH allows certain flexibility in the submission of
proposal materials in exchange for service on peer review
panels. The details of the policy can be found in NOT-OD17-042. The benefit applies to submission of R01, R21,
and R34 applications at any time in response to active
funding opportunity announcements (FOAs) that have
standard due dates. Before preparing a submission outside of the standard dates, OSP
recommends that a PI email the appropriate Program Official to confirm that the privilege
is applicable to a planned proposal submission. Having a written record of this
confirmation can be useful in the event a proposal is mis-labeled as being late and
therefore not eligible for review in an upcoming cycle.

Funding Opportunities
Sponsored Programs Administration Directory
Sponsored Programs Accounting Directory

Notice:
Summer Business Hours (May 7, 2018 to August 17, 2018): Monday - Thursday, 8:00 am - 5:00 pm,
Friday, 8:00am to noon
The OSP will be closed during the following dates and times for departmental training:
May 24th - 8 am to noon
May 29th - 1 pm to 4:30pm
June 4th - 1 pm to 4:30 pm
June 6th - 9 am to 11 am
June 7th - 1 pm to 3 pm
June 15th - all day
Please contact the OSP NOW if you have an upcoming funding opportunity that falls on or around
these dates.
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2. Featured Funding Opportunity - NSF Faculty Early Career
Development Program (CAREER)
3. NSF Update - Release of Latest Proposal & Award Policy
Newsletter
4. Director's Announcement - Browse Current Awards and Grant Activity

Reminders
Limited Submission Programs URGENT
Deadl ine for NSF MRI Program
DUE JUNE 29, 2018
NSF 18-513 Program Solicitation*
NSF Major Research Instrumentation (MRI) Action Required: To allow ample time for
teams to formulate winning proposals, the Office of Sponsored Programs has been asked
to publicize an URGENT limited competition deadline for the National Science
Foundation’s Major Research Instrumentation Program (MRI). Though applications are
not due to the NSF until January 22, 2019, it is imperative to identify the strongest
concepts now. OSP will collect the information for the MRI program from potential
applicants and will coordinate the internal review to determine which proposals will
move forward. If you do not submit your preliminary proposal materials now you will
be INELIGIBLE to submit to NSF in January 2019.

Those interested in submitting any MRI grant application in January 2019 must send an
"MRI notice of interest" e-mail to jmu_grants@jmu.edu along with a Limited Submission
Form by Friday June 29 to inform reviewers of interested parties.
The body of the email should include the name of the Principal Investigator, CoInvestigators, and which track the proposal will fall under. If necessary the Office of
Sponsored Programs will coordinate a Limited Submission competition internally to
identify the most meritorious projects to move forward.
*Note there are important revisions to the solicitation this year and it is very important to read the new
solicitation to determine which Track your request addresses. The number of MRI proposal submissions
allowed per institution continues to be a maximum of three, two (2) for Track 1 and one (1) for Track 2

Reminder to Deans and Department
Heads:
Please check your inbox in early July for an email from OSP
requesting nominations for award recipients for this year’s
Recognition Reception. This email will contain a complete
awarded external funding report for your department as well
as the rubric the Selection Committee will use to select award
winners. An earlier call for nominations was sent April 24th with a preliminary report to
get you to start thinking about who you would like to nominate this year. For comments,
questions, or concerns please contact jmu_grants@jmu.edu.

Featured Funding Opportunity
NSF Facul ty Earl y Career Dev el opment
Program (CAREER) - Due Jul y 18-20, 2018
PROGRAM SOLICITATION NSF 17-537
The CAREER program provides funding for five-year awards. The
minimum budget is $400,000 including indirect costs. Proposals to
the Biological Sciences, Engineering, or Polar Programs areas have a minimum budget of
$500,000.
Eligibility & Restrictions
Applicants must be in a tenure-track position with an Assistant Professor
appointment as of October 1, 2017
Hold a doctoral degree and be engaged in a field supported by the NSF
Be untenured as of October 1, 2017
Have not previously received a CAREER award (other non-duplicative NSF or other
federal awards are allowed)
Investigators are limited to 1 application per annual cycle, and 3 applications
overall.

Due Dates
BIO, CISE, EHR due 7/18/2018
ENG due 7/19/2018
GEO, MPS, SBE due 7/20/2018
The OSP has assembled resources to aid you in preparing a CAREER proposal.
Information and templates on budgets, budget justifications, collaborators and other
resources, data management plans, biosketches, broader impact statements, intellectual
merit, and funded proposals can be found on the NSF Toolbox page. From that page click
on CAREER Specific Resources and you will be prompted to provide your credentials to
access this information. Please contact OSP with any questions.

Director's Announcement
Latest Edition of the NSF Proposal &
Aw ard Pol icy New sl etter Rel eased
The Policy Office in the Division of Institution & Award Support at
the National Science Foundation (NSF) has released the latest
edition of the NSF Proposal & Award Policy Newsletter.
Highlights
Draft revisions to the Proposal and Award Policies and Procedures Guide (PAPPG)
is now available for review and comment
Proposal submissions of full research non-collaborative proposal in Research.gov
is now available
New account management system information
NSF has revised some Award Terms and Conditions
Public access expansion repository allows deposit of publications that are jointly
funded by NSF and the Department of Energy
Faculty compensation reminder
To sign up to receive the newsletter straight to your inbox sign up for NSF Update.

NIH Update
Brow se Current Aw ards and
Grant Activ ity
In response to a recent recommendation from
our valued faculty, we’d like to share reports
capturing grant activity for the previous month. Please peruse your colleagues’

accomplishments here.

Funding Opportunities
Sponsored Programs Administration Directory
Sponsored Programs Accounting Directory

Notice:
Summer Business Hours (5/7/2018 - 8/17/2018): Monday - Thursday, 8:00 am - 5:00 pm, Friday
8:00 am to noon
The OSP will be closed during the following date and time for departmental training:
July 2nd, 1 pm to 4:30 pm
Please contact the OSP NOW if you have an upcoming funding opportunity that falls on or around this
date.
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Welcome
OSP's New est Grants Technician
Please welcome Esmeralda Cortes, OSP's new Grants
Technician!!! She started working for us over the summer on
July 23rd, 2018. A proud fellow Duke, Esmeralda graduated
from the Hart School of Hospitality, Sport and Recreation
Management in May 2018. Some of you may have already met
her via email when an award is processed or when a report is
due. Esmeralda is a great addition to our team and we hope
she continues to thrive in her new position.

Reminder to PIs:
Summer Effort Forms will be compiled soon by Sponsored
Programs Accounting. Please make sure all Summer Salary
ATVs for grant related work is submitted ASAP! Contact

jmu_GCFS@jmu.edu with any questions or concerns regarding
summer effort.

Featured Funding Opportunity
Commonw eal th Research
Commercial ization Fund - Limited
Submission - Letters of Intent Due
Nov ember 27, 2018 (noon) Internal
Deadl ine Nov ember 9th
PROGRAM SOLICITATION PREVIEW
The Commonwealth Research Commercialization Fund (CRCF) advances science- and
technology-based research, development, and commercialization to drive economic
growth in Virginia, create and foster high-potential technology companies in the
Commonwealth, and to encourage and strengthen collaboration and partnerships
between the public and private sector.
Applications must align with one or more of the following industry sectors/subsectors:
Cyber Security, with particular interest in applications for autonomous systems,
identity management, cloud infrastructure, and Internet of Things
Energy, specifically clean energy
Information Technology, specifically data analytics
Life Sciences, with particular interest in precision medicine, neuroscience, and
medtech
Unmanned Systems
James Madison University is eligible for two separate limited submissions programs:
Matching Funds and Eminent Researcher Recruitment. Letters of Intent are due
November 27, 2018 (noon) and full proposals are due January 31, 2019 (noon).
The Matching Funds Program assists qualified organizations in commercializing
qualified research or technologies with high potential for economic benefit to
Virginia and/or leveraging federal and private funds designated for
commercialization. A one-to-one match is required via federal or private funds non
JMU sources. There is a limit of 4 applications per organization and the award is
capped at $100,000. A Principal Investigator may submit a single (1) application
and receive one award, as part of an organization's total submissions.
The Eminent Researcher Recruitment Program assists public institutions of higher
education in the Commonwealth acquire or enhance research superiority by

supporting the recruitment of a top researcher to the faculty of that institution.
Projects must include a private sector partner with business operations in Virginia
and a one-to-one match is required, with 50% of the match coming from that
partner. This program is limited to 1 application per organization, with a maximum
award of $250,000.
Limited Submission Action Required:Those interested in submitting a CRCF Matching
Funds Program proposal should send an "CRCF Matching Funds Program notice of
interest" e-mail to to jmu_grants@jmu.edu along with a Limited Submission
Form by November 9th to inform us of interested parties. If necessary we will run a
Limited Submission competition internally to identify the most beneficial projects to
move forward.
The CRCF team will be at JMU on October 23rd from 3:30 to 5:30 pm at Lakeview Hall,
Room #1165 for more information about this year’s solicitation. Interested parties should
make sure to RSVP.

Director's Note
Editorial Serv ices
OSP is still partnering with WRTC to offer PI's editing
services from a layperson's perspective. Graduate
students will be available to review a near-complete
project narrative at least 2 weeks before the submission
deadline, as well as manuscripts and other items for
publication. Contact OSP for more information if you are
interested in utilizing this service. This is a great
opportunity to have a fresh set of eyes review your work!

Brow se Current
Aw ards and Grant
Activ ity
Make sure to peruse your
colleagues’ accomplishments over
the past few months here.

Compliance Corner
Del ayed Impl ementation of the

Common Rul e
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
and 16 other federal departments and agencies have issued
a Final Rule to delay for an additional six months the general
compliance date for changes recently made to the revised
Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects (also
known as the Common Rule – 45CFR46) making the general
compliance date of the 2018 Requirements now effective on January 21, 2019.

NSF Update
NSF 2026 Idea Machine
The National Science Foundation is encouraging researchers, the
public, and other interested stakeholders to contribute to NSF’s
mission to support basic research and enable new discoveries
that drive the U.S. economy, enhance national security, and
advance knowledge to sustain U.S. global leadership in science
and engineering.
The NSF 2026 Idea Machine is a competition to help set the U.S. agenda for fundamental
research in science and engineering. Participants can earn prizes and receive public
recognition by suggesting the pressing research questions that need to be answered in
the coming decade, the next set of “Big Ideas” for future investment by NSF. Submit
entries by October 26, 2018.

NIH Update
Fal l 2018 NIH Regional Seminar of
Program Funding and Grants
Administration
The NIH Regional Seminar will take place in San Francisco,
California from October 17-19, 2018. The seminar is geared
towards those who are new to working with the NIH grants process
which includes administrators, early stage investigators,
researchers, and even graduate students. Approximately 65 NIH
and HHS staff will be present to educate, share, and answer questions. Registration is
still open and costs $395. A tentative agenda is posted on the seminar's website. This is
a great opportunity to meet with program officers and like-minded colleagues.

Del ayed Impl ementation of Rev ised
Definition of a Cl inical Trial and
Associated Requirements
The National Institutes of Health has issued
Delayed Enforcement and Short-Term Flexibilities for Some
Requirements Affecting Prospective Basic Science Studies
Involving Human Participants (NOT-OD-18-212) delaying the
implementation of its revised definition of a clinical trial and associated requirements
until September 24, 2019.
During the interim period:
NIH will delay enforcing that investigators register and report their studies
in clinicaltrials.gov. Note: Basic research studies involving human participants are
still expected to register and report their studies through portals other than
clinicaltrials.gov.
NIH has instituted a period of leniency for applications submitted to the incorrect
funding opportunity announcement (FOA) based on study-type designation (e.g.,
clinical trials required, clinical trials optional, clinical trials not allowed). NIH will
not administratively reject any applications submitted to an incorrect study-type
FOA, and applications will be reviewed based on the review criteria of the FOA to
which they are submitted.
NIH will expect clinical trials that do not meet the definition of a prospective basic
science study involving human participants to continue to comply fully with the
clinical trials policies.
NIH also will assess its approach to registration and reporting for these studies and seek
feedback from the research community on its registration and reporting requirements.
NIH will continue to expect all personnel involved in the conduct, oversight, or
management of prospective basic research studies involving human participants to
obtain Good Clinical Practice (GCP) training.
NIH also plans to issue FOAs specifically for prospective basic science studies involving
human participants. These FOAs are anticipated to be published in November 2018 with
due dates beginning January 25, 2019. Therefore, those submitting on or after the
February 2019 due dates will have FOAs specifically designed for these prospective basic
science studies with humans.
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Office of Sponsored Programs
October 2018 Newsletter
In this Issue:
1. Grants.gov Update - Related Opportunities Feature
2. Director's Note - Grant Writing Workshop through CFI and
Noftsinger Celebration and Recognition Reception
3. NSF Update - Free Virtual Conference 11/8/18 - 11/9/18
and BIO Directorate News

Grants.gov Update
Grants.gov Rel ated Opportunities Feature
In the latest Grants.gov release, the system will be adding a new "Related Opportunities"
feature which will allow federal grant-making agencies to create a reference to other
grants. From the View Grant Opportunity screen, a link will appear next to the funding
opportunity, making the search for similar grants easier. To learn about additional
releases, click here.

Director's Note
Grant Writing Workshop
The Center for Faculty Innovation is hosting a grant
writing workshop, Professional Grant Development
Institute, Thursday, January 3, 2019 from 1-5 pm and
Friday, January 4, 2019 from 8:30 am to 4:30 pm. Click
here to learn more. Interested parties should RSVP by
Tuesday, November 27, 2018 by 5 pm.

Noftsinger Cel ebration
and Recognition
Reception
The combined Noftsinger Celebration of
Madison Scholarship and Sponsored
Programs Recognition Reception was
held on October 8, 2018. Thank you to
all of those who attended, but most of
all, thank you for those who were
involved in external funding during fiscal year 2018. The evening started with brief
remarks from President Alger and Dr. Coltman. Dr. Chris Lantz, the 2018 Provost award
winner for Excellence in Research and Scholarship recipient delivered a very interesting
presentation on his research. Next, the Research and Scholarship Outstanding Faculty
recipients were recognized which included Dr. Ashleigh Baber, Dr. Brooks Hefner, Dr.
Rocky Parker, Dr. Barbara Reisner, Dr. Laura Trull, and Dr. Morgan Steffen Wurch. The
formal program concluded with two music performances by Casey Cangelosi and his
students. To see some photos and a complete list of those individuals OSP recognized in
the formal reception, including the updated Funding Tiers, click here.

NSF Update
Free V irtual Conference 11/8/18 11/9/18
Once again the National Science Foundation will be virtually
streaming some sessions from the Fall 2018 NSF Grants
Conference free of charge on Thursday, November 8, 2018 and
Friday, November 9, 2018. A list of the sessions that will be
streamed can be found on the conference website here. Make sure to register so that
you receive the webcast link and don't miss the session you are interested in!

BIO Directorate New s

The Biology Directorate of the National Science Foundation issued a new policy in which
researchers can only submit one proposal per year where they are listed as the PI or coPI to each of the three core programs; MCB, IOS, and DEB. Researchers may also submit
one proposal to the Rules of Life Track each year. The limitation does not count if the
researcher is listed as a PI on the subaward and a researcher may be listed as key
personnel on any number of projects. This policy comes in response to the elimination of
deadlines directorate wide. To read the Acting Assistant Director's memo, click here.
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Office of Sponsored Programs
November - December 2018 Newsletter
In this Issue:
1. Featured Funding Opportunity - VIVA Virginia's Academic
Library Consortium Course Redesign Grants
2. Director's Note - Reminder of January Symposium
3. Compliance Corner - New NIH Misconduct Reporting
Responsibilities
4. NSF Update - BIO Directorate Limitations Lifted and PAPPG 19-1 Changes
5. NIH Update - Changes to the R15 AREA Grant

Featured Funding Opportunity
V IV A V irginia's Academic Library
Consortium Course Redesign Grants due
January 31, 2019
PROGRAM SOLICITATION
The goal of the VIVA Course Redesign Grants is to make textbook and course materials
free to students by empowering faculty with the resources and time they need to
redesign their curricula using open, library, or no cost resources. Course redesign grant
awards will range from $1,000 to $30,000. Full and part-time faculty from public and
private, non-profit institutions may apply. Proposals may involve one person or teams
that include: teaching faculty, librarians, instructional designers, subject matter experts,
editors, graphic designers, or others as needed. Applications that include multiinstitutional partnerships are encouraged.
Proposals fall unto three grant classifications:
Adopt: Those who "adopt" a resource will be using existing resource(s) as-is or
with minimal editorial changes.
Adapt: Those who "adapt" will be modifying resource(s), combining several
existing resources with changes, or creating ancillaries for an existing resource.
Create: Those who "create" an OER resource will be creating it all or largely from
scratch.

Successful applications will be selected on the basis of:
Potential for student savings, including class enrollment and existing resource
costs
Use of Open Educational Resources (freely available and free to be modified)
Frequency of course offering, with a preference for high-enrollment, required
courses, and/or courses that are part of the SCHEV Passport Program
Impact of the project on open education, such as the development of high quality
resources in areas for which no other open content is currently available
Preference for statewide reach through multi-institutional efforts
Commitment to continue offering the course for future years
Agreement to the terms of the grant and required activities
Awarded grants will either be Standard Scale ($1,000-$10,000) or Large Scale ($10,001$30,000). Standard scale will generally apply to smaller teams at individual institutions,
and will almost always be for adoption and adaption. Large scale will demonstrate a
large-scale impact through high-enrollment, broad change, or content creation in an area
not currently covered by existing open materials; large scale teams will often be multiinstitutional.
Applications are due January 31, 2019. Webinars will be held at the following times, and
will include a general introduction to the grants, the application process, and a Q&A:
December 12, 2018, 10:00 am: Register at
https://vivalib.libcal.com/event/4834657
January 9, 2019, 2:00 pm: Register at https://vivalib.libcal.com/event/4835260
January 23, 2019, 11:00 am: Register
at https://vivalib.libcal.com/event/4835305

Director's Note
Reminder of January Symposium
The Center for Faculty Innovation, Research and
Scholarship, and the Graduate School are co-hosting the
January Symposium 2019, January 3rd and 4th. This year's
symposium will focus on offering programs that
encourage scholarly productivity. There will be a one and
a half day Professional Grant Development Institute
(registration closed), Write-on-Sites and Scholarship
Consultations, and a Scholarly Networking lunch
concluding the symposium. The January Symposium will take place in Rose Library from
Thursday, January 3, 2019 from 1pm - 5pm to Friday, January 4, 2019 from 8:30 am 4:30pm. Representatives of the Office of Sponsored Programs and the Office of Research
Integrity will provide an overview of their services and provide a Q&A sesion on Friday,
January 4 from 9:15am - 10am.

Compliance Corner
New NIH Misconduct Reporting
Responsibil ities
NIH has issued a policy explaining when NIH has a need to
know about matters related to research misconduct
proceedings. The recipient institution has primary
responsibility for ensuring that it conducts its NIH-funded
project in accordance with the approved application and
budget and with the terms and conditions of the award. When the recipient institution
finds, learns of, or suspects research misconduct that impacts or might impact the
conduct or performance of an NIH-supported project(s), whether at the recipient
organization or at a third-party subrecipient organization, the recipient must work with
NIH to assess the effect on the ability to continue the project, as originally approved by
NIH. Institutions may consider that NIH policy when determining disclosures to those
who need to know, consistent with 42 C.F.R. 93.108.
Read the full policy here!

NSF Update
BIO Directorate Limit Lifted
The Directorate for Biological Sciences within the National
Science Foundation has lifted a previously imposed limitation to
the number of proposals an individual can submit within a year as
either a PI or a co-PI to BIO Directorate solicitations. Effective
immediately and throughout FY 2019, there are no restrictions to
the amount of proposals a PI or co-PI may submit annually.
Read the entire memo here!

PAPPG 19-1 Changes
The National Science Foundation released the new Proposal & Award Policies &
Procedures Guide (PAPPG) 19-1 effective for proposals submitted on or after January 28,
2019. Some of the key changes are outlined below, but this does not substitute reading
the new PAPPG. Key updates are as follows:
Allowable fonts include Arial (not Arial Narrow), Courier New, Palatino, Palatino
Linotype, Times New Roman, Computer Modern family, or Helvetica at 10 points or
larger; Other fonts such as Cambria Math may be used for mathematical formulas,

equations, or when inserting Greek letters or special characters. Research.gov will
do compliance checks and proposals will be kicked back for non-compliance
Research.gov will support PDFs generated from LaTeX source documents, as well
as PDFs from Microsoft Word, Google Docs, and Open Office
On-screen instructions for Research.gov may differ from the PAPPG. The on-screen
instructions must be followed.
Dear Colleague Letters may now be used to announce NSF’s interest in receiving
proposals in specific topic areas via RAPID, EAGER, RAISE, and conference type
proposals.
Unaffiliated Individuals (those not affiliated with an eligible organization) are
ineligible to receive direct funding support from NSF unless stated in the
solicitation
Proposals containing subawards must include the description of work within the
project description
Synergistic Activities within the biosketch must include up to 5 distinct examples
rather than 5 categories with additional examples for each one
This also serves as a reminder that changes in the Facilities, Equipment, and Other
Resources document constitutes as a scope change and requires prior approval from NSF
before deviation from the award can be made.

NIH Update
Changes to R15 AREA Grant
The National Institutes of Health (NIH) just released a
guide notice to inform the extramural research community
of funding criteria changes applied to the Academic
Research Enhancement Award (AREA). The guide notice
confirms the scope of award and eligibility changes
applicable to future applicants beginning in January 2019.
The AREA Parent Announcement has been eliminated and
replaced with a solicitation for predominately undergraduate institutions, AREA for
Undergraduate-Focused Institutions (R15 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed) (PAR-18-714).
Another solicitation, Academic Research Enhancement Award (R15 Clinical Trial
Required) (PA-18-343) allows clinical trials. NIH has also introduced a new Research
Enhancement Award Program (REAP), which is limited to professional schools and
graduate schools of arts and sciences that have not received research support from the
NIH totaling more than $6 million per year in total costs in four of the last seven years.
Clinical trials are optional for REAP applications.
If you are interested in any of the new AREA grants, make sure to check NIH's R15 cheat
sheet to aid in determining eligibility. Make sure to reach out to the Office of Sponsored
Programs if you have any questions or are interested in applying.
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